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hen one dreams of owning a yacht,
the realities of inherent complications,
constraints and expenditures can muddy the
tranquil waters. Sometimes the yacht you
truly want is just out of your financial reach,
or perhaps it is within reach, but the running costs offend your
sensibilities. When the margins extend beyond your bank account
or the associated onus overwhelms your perspicacity, you don’t
have to abandon your dream; there are other options. If pragmatism matters more than exclusivity, yet you are looking for a more
committed relationship with yachting than just chartering, then
fractional ownership may be worth considering.
Chris Anderson, a maritime attorney with Robert Allen Law,
explains, “There are a number of fractional ownership opportunities in the yacht market. Each has its own advantages and potential
disadvantages.... A multiple-owners situation is not for everyone,
but if you are willing to relinquish some control, and you enter into
the partnership with a clear understanding of what to expect, then
it can be a very cost-effective way to experience yacht ownership.”
The prototypical form of fractional ownership is the private-party
partnership; multiple owners establish their own partnership, choose
the yacht, set up the corporate structure and as a team manage,
finance and enjoy the yacht. Today, there
are many professionally orchestrated
fractional ownership programs. Instead
of building a partnership, you can
simply narrow your search by budget,
brand or product and buy the share or
shares of your dreamboat. The following three very different providers of
shared ownership yachts
demonstrate the range of
available options.
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Monocle Yachts
One of the most established and diverse companies offering fractional ownership is Monocle Yachts. “What our clients want is a
value-driven investment,” says Loren Simkowitz, company president. “These are not Type A people; these are savvy buyers who
are okay making some compromises to get the most bang for their
buck. There is no typical buyer; some of our clients have owned
thirty- to forty-foot boats and fractional ownership has allowed
them to move into a much larger boat for a lateral investment. Some
of our owners have owned larger boats and are looking to mitigate
the expense and hassles of the experience, and a number of our
partners are first-time yacht owners. What they all have in common
is the realization that they will use the boat for a fixed number of
weeks per year and by sharing ownership of the yacht, they get to
enjoy all the good stuff and mitigate or delegate all the other stuff.”
⊲ How it works
Monocle divides each of its yachts into ten 10-percent shares.
Owners can buy single or multiple shares depending on the
number of weeks they wish to have access to the yacht. Each
share entitles the partner to two 2-week trips per year with the
vessel relocating from season to season. Crew downtime, turnaround time, vessel relocation and
routine maintenance are all
scheduled in before the calendar is divided. Monocle does
not represent any single
builder; it has a 50-vessel
fleet of yachts
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ranging from 80 to 200 feet in length, and from fishing boats to
catamarans to megayachts. Monocle is its own management
company, handling everything from crew and purveyors to maintenance and repairs. As a large operation, it has a unique advantage of assisting owners in swapping time with other vessels in
the fleet if they so desire.

Moving Forward
When comparing the costs of fractional ownership to charter, the
numbers can favor either scenario, depending on the program
and the amount of use. Fractional ownership comes out ahead,
though, for those seeking a stake in a tangible asset and want a
personal relationship with the yacht’s program.
Although a shared ownership situation is different in many
SeaNet
ways from purchasing a yacht as an individual, certain safeAfter providing fractional ownership shares of Sunseeker yachts
guards still apply. “You will want to take all of the usual precaufor the better part of a decade, the SeaNet company has forged a
tions for buying a yacht,” says Anderson. “Have someone
new relationship with Azimut-Benetti. Company president Michael
representing your interests when choosing a yacht and negotiCosta explains, “SeaNet features the Azimut-Benetti brand. Our
ating the deal. Have a maritime attorney review the contract
program is designed for the buyer who wants that pedigree. This
terms. Fully vet the management company. And make sure the
type of select partnership provides the Benetti brand-name expeyacht is properly and sufficiently insured.
rience with ownership, management and maintenance costs shared
“I think using a trusted yacht broker to help you in the decisionbetween a restricted number of partners. Oftentimes this enables
making is a good idea,” Anderson continues. A broker will know
the buyer to enjoy a larger and higher-quality product than they
the value of the tangible asset—the yacht—and can help negotiare comfortable with on their own.”
ate a fair deal. The broker also can orchestrate a vessel survey
⊲ How it works
and assess the management company.
SeaNet divides its boats into four equal shares. “Our program
Because shared ownership also means a situation of shared
feels more like a true partnership and less like a timeshare,” says
liability, it is important to have an attorney—preferably one with
Costa. SeaNet manages the ownership company. A separate
maritime expertise—review the contract terms. “You’ll want
management company with connections and resources worldsomeone to read the fine print so you know who is ultimately in
wide manages the yacht. However, SeaNet interfaces with the
control,” says Anderson. “These are complex deals; you want to
management company on
fully understand how evenbehalf of the owners. The
tualities and usage will play
You should know
travel itinerary is deterout . You shou ld k now
mined by the owners;
exactly what your share
exactly what your share entitles you to.”
maintenance and relocaentitles you to, and have full
tion time are factored into
– MARITIME ATTORNEY CHRIS ANDERSON
transparency of your liabilthe calendar and then the
ities. A legal review of the
available days are divided equally among the partners with each
contract is one of those situations where an ounce of prevention
partner getting about 50 days of use per year.
is worth a pound of cure.”
Anderson also suggests reviewing the yacht’s insurance policy
Curvelle Yachts
to make sure it sufficiently protects your interests. Nancy Poppe
“The value of shared ownership is obvious, but what I saw missing
with Willis Marine Insurance says, “As long as the yacht is profesin that marketplace was innovation,” says Luuk van Zanten, Curvelle
sionally crewed and managed, insurance underwriters should not
founder and chief solutions officer. “I was a Cheoy Lee distributor
view it much differently than traditional ownership. Depending
for many years, and experience told me that there was demand for
on how the ownership is structured, there may be a few tweaks to
syndicated ownership. The problem is that the typical yacht is not
how the insurance is written—for example what name or names
built with multiple owners in mind. We have designed and built
are on the policy. Other than that, just make sure the policy protects
from the hull up a very versatile megayacht specifically designed
your individual interest and suits your personal risk threshold.”
to suit the needs of multiple owners. The catamaran hull makes
Monocle, SeaNet and Curvelle are just a sampling of the many
the boat inherently stable and gives us added interior volume. All
different fractional programs available. “Over the years we have
rooms are fully convertible to suit different layout needs, and there
seen a lot of companies try to structure a fractional yacht program,
is sufficient storage on board and ashore so owners can arrive with
and many of them have failed,” says Poppe. “What it ultimately
a small bag and not have to come and go with all their belongings.”
boils down to is having a good business model: professional
⊲ How it works
management and organization with someone who is watching the
Curvelle “syndicates” its yacht into seven equal shares with each
bottom line,” says Simkowitz.
owner receiving about five weeks of use per year. The yacht
Anderson concludes, “If the program is structured so it fairly
divides the year between two destinations that are determined
represents what owners can expect and functions well, fractional
by the owners. Owners have autonomy over the running of the
ownership is a cost-effective way to enjoy yacht ownership.” Treat
yacht and may use any management company they choose.
it like any other major investment, enter into it with a comprehenCurvelle helps to set up the model calendar and assists with
sive understanding and it may be just what it takes to make your
scheduling owner days aboard.
yachting dreams come true.

“These are complex deals.
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